Traumatic events can lead to lifelong inflexible adaptations in threat 9 perception and behavior which characterize posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This 10 process involves associations between sensory cues and internal states of threat and 11 then generalization of the threat responses to previously neutral cues. However, most 12 formulations neglect adaptations to threat that are not specific to those associations. In 13 order to incorporate non-associative responses to threat, we propose a computational 14 theory of PTSD based on adaptation to the frequency of traumatic events using a 15 reinforcement learning momentum model. Recent threat prediction errors generate 16 momentum that influences subsequent threat perception in novel contexts. This model 17 fits data acquired from a mouse model of PTSD, in which unpredictable footshocks in 18 one context accelerate threat learning in a novel context. The theory is also consistent 19 with epidemiological data showing that PTSD incidence increases with the number of 20 traumatic events, as well as the disproportionate impact of early life trauma. Since the 21 theory proposes that PTSD relates to the average of recent threat prediction errors 22
rather than the strength of a specific association, it makes novel predictions for the 23 treatment of PTSD. 24 25 Introduction 26
Computational psychiatry seeks to define psychiatric disorders in terms of 27 fundamental algorithms for survival rather than only as pathological states (1-3). 28
Quantitative models may allow personalization of mental health care, insight into the 29 nature of the disorder, inform neurobiological investigations into psychiatric disorders, or 30 predict the trajectory of symptoms (4-6). For example, depression has been conceived 31
as an adaptation to periods of low reward availability (7) . Similarly, hallucinations have 32 been conceptualized as resulting from excessive weighting of prior expectations for 33 auditory stimuli in a Bayesian model (8-9). One approach to describing a computational 34 function of a neural system is using David Marr's three levels of analysis (10) ( Figure  35 1A), which seeks to map connections between computational goals, algorithmic 36 procedures to achieve them, and the neurobiological substrate underlying these 37 processes. 38
Posttraumatic stress disorder has a computational description that organizes 39 theory and neurobiological data across Marr's three levels -associative fear learning 40 ( Figure 1B, refs. 11-15 ). Learning models have been successfully applied to PTSD and 41 underlie current conceptualizations of the disorder and treatment options (16) (17) . PTSD 42 is seen as an extreme outcome of associative fear learning, which in turn is a 43 fundamental mechanism for predicting threats based on previous experience (18) . In 44 this model, PTSD occurs when life-threatening situations create potent associations 45 between sensory reminders of the traumatic event and the emotional experience of fear 46 (17). The intensity of this association then motivates a person to avoid (19) future 47 trauma cues, limits extinction of the fear memory (20), and supports the subsequent 48 formation of new fear memories via generalization and second-order conditioning (21) . 49 This process can be described mathematically, enabling learning parameters to be 50 precisely measured during new associative learning in a laboratory setting (18) . The 51 precision with which associative learning can be controlled has enabled neurobiological 52 studies into circuit mechanisms in both humans and animals (22) . 53
In contrast, non-associative learning -increases (sensitization) or decreases 54 (habituation) in response to a repeated stimulus (23) -is a prominent component of 55 PTSD that lacks a formal algorithmic description ( Figure 1B) . In humans, repeated 56 traumatic events increase the probability of developing PTSD and may change the 57 nature of the disorder (24-25). Core PTSD symptoms, such as hyperarousal, inherently 58 involve an exaggerated response to sensory cues -importantly, these cues need not be 59 associated with the traumatic event to trigger the response (26) but may instead result 60 from sensitization of neuromodulatory systems (27) (28) This has limited the ability to parametrically manipulate and therefore understand non-68 associative learning in PTSD patients and animal models. 69
Here, we posit an ecological role for non-associative learning in estimating the 70 frequency of predator attacks (or other violence). We then apply a Bayesian approach 71 to understand how well an ideal agent could estimate predation risk from its own life 72 history. We show that a natural consequence of this approach is that early life trauma 73 has disproportionate impact on estimated risk even when controlling for the number of 74 traumatic events. After describing the behavior of such an ideal Bayesian agent, we turn 75 to a recently developed RL model (7, (34) (35) (36) learning. The addition of a momentum term (7) allows prediction errors from different 115 states to influence one another according to an RL momentum model 116
where f is a scaling constant and ݉ ௧ is the momentum at time t. This momentum term is 118 characteristics. On Day 6, a single 1mA 1s shock was administered after 5 minutes, and 139 then freezing was assessed for 5 more minutes. On day 7, mice were returned to 140
Context B for 10 minutes. MedAssociates boxes were used for all footshock 141 experiments, and freezing was assessed as complete cessation of movement other 142 than breathing (motion <18 a.u.) with automated VideoFreeze software. 143
144

Results 145
Previous approaches to computational modeling of PTSD have focused on 146 defining changes in associative learning after traumatic experience (11-15). PTSD is 147 thus framed as a consequence of underlying mechanisms for predicting threat based on 148 previous associations. In contrast, we were interested in whether PTSD might arise 149 from an agent estimating the frequency of threat exposure. In order to determine how 150 an ideal observer would estimate the frequency of threat exposure, we first posit a 151 simplified model of exposure to repeated traumatic events. By constructing an ideal 152
Bayesian observer of these traumatic events, we establish a baseline for what can be 153 inferred from repeated events without association. We then turn to a recently developed 154 reinforcement learning model (7, 34-36) to integrate non-associative learning (about the 155 frequency of threat) with associative learning (about the associations of threat). Finally, 156
we fit the reinforcement learning model to data derived from mice undergoing Stress-157 enhanced Fear Learning (SEFL), a rodent model of PTSD (30). We then consider the 158 implications of our findings for treatment and future research into the neurobiology of 159
PTSD. 160
Model 1 -PTSD as trauma rate estimation 161
An organism must estimate the threat of violence to adapt to it. This process of 162 estimation must necessarily involve information gathered across timescales, since 163 threat may increase suddenly or may increase over long periods (39). Longer timescale 164 estimation of threat involves integrating experience in disparate environments. 165
To consider a concrete example: predator attacks are events which carry a 166 significant probability of death (20% for mice exposed to an owl, ref. 40). If the 167 probability of death is high, then the animal will experience few attacks before dying 168 ( Figure 2B ). In this information-poor environment, the animal must maximize the 169 available information in estimating the rate of such attacks. In order to determine how The disproportionate impact of early life stress (ELS) on adult behavior (39) is 178 explained by the Bayesian trauma rate model. Childhood traumatic experiences have a 179 strong impact on adult brain structure and function (41). Life History Theory explains 180 this by positing that stressful experiences in childhood provide information about 181 organismal strategies that will be adaptive in the adult environment (42). We evaluated 182 the Bayesian trauma rate estimator in two scenarios with the same total number of 183 traumatic events, one in which traumas occur early in life (ELS) and one in which they 184 are spread across the lifespan ( Figure 3A ). Variance in ‫‬ decreases with time in both 185 models, as traumatic events reduce uncertainty in the true rate of violence ( Figure 3B ). 186
However, over the course of the lifespan the ELS model shows a higher estimated rate 187 of violence (‫̂‬). Thus, the increased response to ELS does not require specialized 188 critical period mechanisms, but instead arises naturally in a normative estimator of 189 violence rate. 190
Model 2 -PTSD as threat momentum 191
Normative Bayesian models can explain the performance of an ideal behavior, 192
but are difficult to implement in biological systems due to the computational difficulty in 193
integrating probability distributions to find the posterior (43). It can therefore be useful to 194 define more biologically plausible models which can then be compared to the 195 performance of the ideal Bayesian observer (37). Reinforcement learning (RL) is a 196 flexible class of models that can be used to learn in real time from experience. Unlike 197
Bayesian models, RL involves updating stored values of stimuli or actions based on set 198 learning rules. Parameters of RL models can then be fit to empirical behavioral data of 199 animals or human subjects, to derive differences in parameters between groups. RL 200 models can also be used to explain learning processes, or to identify neural processes 201 that map onto learning processes. 202
In this section, we propose that a recently proposed RL momentum model (7, 34-203 36) can explain features of PTSD not explained by classical associative learning 204 models. Traumatic events may come in clusters, so learning from trauma involves 205 combining information from distinct experiences that occur close in time. The 206 momentum model as applied to neuropsychiatric disorders suggests that a common 207 tendency, or mood, may underlie motivated behaviors over a period of time. For intuition 208 into the reason why traumatic events occur together, consider an agent subject to 209 predation risk. Empirical measurements of predator-prey interactions confirm the 210 existence of large fluctuations in predator number (39), which are also predicted by 211 mathematical models of predator-prey interactions such as the Lotka-Volterra 212 equations. In order to adapt to time-varying predator rates, an organism must be 213 capable of tracking the rate of attacks it experiences. 214
Classical RL models, such as temporal difference learning ( Figure 4A which links the threat prediction errors produced across contexts. 241
We compared Maximum Likelihood fits between the RL and RL momentum 242 models (n=18 unstressed, n=17 stressed mice), using the Bayes Information Criteria 243 (BIC; Figure 5B ). When the momentum learning parameter (ߥ) is zero, the two models 244 are equivalent, but the the RL momentum model has a greater number of parameters (4 245 for RL momentum, 2 for RL model). Since the BIC penalizes the number of parameters, 246 this produces model fits where the RL model is preferred (for unstressed mice, RL 247 model was preferred in 17/18 animals). For stressed mice, however, the BIC strongly 248 favored fits from the RL momentum model (14/17 animals). The RL momentum model 249 predicts greater freezing in a novel context in stressed animals than the RL model, 250
which accounts for the improved predictions over the RL model. 251
The RL-momentum model of PTSD presents an additional learning mechanism 252 by which PTSD symptoms may be ameliorated. In the classical RL model of PTSD, 253 extinction learning ( Figure 6A ) works to reduce PTSD by generating small prediction 254 errors when the agent is re-exposed to the traumatic context. This approach underlies 255 evidence-based psychological therapies for PTSD, such as prolonged exposure and 256 cognitive reprocessing therapy. The RL momentum model retains extinction of learned 257 associations, but the threat prediction errors generated by extinction also generate 258 negative momentum that reduces responses to novel threats ( Figure 6B ). This model 259 also offers a novel perspective on treatment failure of exposure therapy in PTSD. 260
Current learning-based accounts of this phenomenon posit that individuals may 261 experience extinction renewal or extinction resistance, in which either extinction fails to 262 occur or in which the extinction memory may be specific to the context in which it was 263 generated (e.g., the therapy session). In contrast, the RL momentum proffers a simple 264 explanation -unrelated mild stressors generate threat momentum, which increases 265 threat associated with the original traumatic context ( Figure 6C) . Similarly, an 266 implication of this model is that exposure to novel threats independent of the traumatic 267 context could reduce threat momentum. For example, an agent encountering an intense 268 innate threat (e.g., standing on the side of a high cliff) without injury might experience a 269 strong negative prediction error which would reduce threat momentum for the same 270 reason as exposure to a cue associated to a traumatic event. 271
Discussion 272
We formulated PTSD as a learning process directed at estimating the rate of 273 trauma rather than the specific associations with the trauma. The Bayesian formulation 274 of this problem treated the agent experiencing trauma as an ideal observer. We found 275 that the rate of traumatic events could be estimated well by this agent. Early life trauma 276 had disproportionate impact in this model even without specialized mechanisms for 277 amplifying early life experience. We applied the reinforcement learning momentum 278 model to PTSD, and found that RL-momentum performs well when violence is clustered 279 in time. The slower the change in trauma rate, the more momentum contributes to 280 optimal learning from traumatic stress. This model also offers a novel conceptualization 281 of extinction learning, and suggests that exposure to unassociated strong threats could 282 affect threat momentum. Understanding the impact of innate danger on threat 283 momentum requires further modeling and empirical investigation, since exposure to 284 innate threat could lead to either positive or negative changes in threat momentum. 285
Previous formal approaches to learning in PTSD have focused primarily on 286 associative mechanisms. However, experimental observations of sensitization to new 287 threats by previous stress are often used to model PTSD (26,29-30). We show that 288 stress sensitization of threat, a model of PTSD, is well fit by the RL-momentum model. 289
However, our ability to precisely fit the parameters of the RL-momentum model is 290 limited by the binary nature of the stress in this dataset. Full validation and parameter-291 fitting for the RL-momentum model will require more precise manipulations of the 292 sequence of threat prediction errors over time. 293
A further limitation of this study is that we did not consider parameter regimes 294 that may give rise to habituation (decrease in response to repeated stimuli). Both 295 sensitization and habituation can occur in the RL-momentum model, depending on 296 chosen parameters (7). In PTSD, habituation has recently been suggested as an 297 outcome of repeated trauma (44), and may relate to the numbing symptoms in PTSD. learning is less well-understood. The goal posited here is that it's purpose is to predict 474 threats based on repetition of traumatic events (Computational). Schematized models 475 exist (Algorithmic) but lack a formal mathematical model, and the neurobiological 476 correlates of this are not fully understood (Implementation). 477 model and RL momentum model for SEFL mice (n=17 stressed, n=18 controls). Bayes 553 information criterion (BIC) was calculated (see Methods) for maximum likelihood fits of 554 the RL model and RL momentum model for either unstressed animals (0 shocks on day 555 1) or stressed animals (15 shocks on day 1). Difference in BIC between the two models 556 is shown for individual animals (gray dots; black dot for example data from (A)), mean 557 BIC difference per condition as bars (blue -unstressed, pink -stressed). exposure to that context (green highlights). Extinction occurs when exposure to the 568 initial context A after the traumatic events causes threat prediction errors which 569 decrease threat associated with context A (blue highlights, second and third exposures). 570 (B) RL momentum model: Two traumatic events in initial context produce a momentum 571 which increases threat in a novel context (green line). Re-exposure to initial threat 572 context (context A; blue highlights) reduces threat associated with context A (blue line) 573 but also reduces threat momentum (green line). Green dotted line shows counterfactual 574 threat momentum if no re-exposure to context A had occurred). (C) RL momentum 575 model demonstrates a novel explanation for relapse during exposure therapy. Exposure 576 to smaller stressors (small lines) in a novel context increases threat associated with 577 context B (green line) but also, via the momentum term, increases threat associated 578 with the initial traumatic context A (blue line). 
